WASH / MW Crew
Surface Studio Project 2: Place Mapping
Final project due at 9:30am on 2/26
Challenge:
Explore mapping techniques while conceptually focusing on a single place that you value (past or present)
to create one monochromatic 18”x24” work of art using a full range of value. With this project you have an
opportunity to deeply explore an environment that means something to you while working within abstract
and non-representational imagery. You may use a variety of materials but it is important that you use
acrylic paint to demonstrate an understanding of monochromatic value mixing skills.
You may think about your chosen place in a number of ways. For example, you can locate its coordinates,
map its average weather patterns, map feelings or memories rooted in that location, etc. There are many
different types of maps and you may want to use more than one method; topographical maps, data charts,
architectural drawings, political maps, climatic maps, app maps, road maps, brain maps, star maps, and
numeric maps are just a few examples.
Your first step is to brainstorm about your location and collect data that can be mapped. Think about what
you’re interested in exploring conceptually about this particular place, and how that information can be
best translated into something map-like. Your chosen hue should in some way relate to your location. To
initiate conceptual ideation, look up the following terms and reflect upon the following questions in your
visual journal:
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Define topography
Define cartography
Look into the following artists and write brief observations on their work: Paula Scher, Juan
Downey, Maya Lin, Mark Bradford, and Ingrid Calame.
What emotional and/or psychological imprint can a place leave upon us when we no longer occupy
it?
In what ways can a place influence one’s worldview?
Are you more drawn to indoor or outdoor places? Why do you think that is?
Project Objectives:
Build a well crafted cradle frame structure to support your imagery.
Neatly gesso and sand the cradle frame to prepare masonite for paint.
Conduct individual research (harvest referential imagery, data, information, maps, etc.) and record
these findings in your visual journal.
Use your collected research to inform your formal and conceptual design choices.
Utilize abstract and/or non-representational imagery though mapping.
Emphasize repetition, positive/negative space, rhythm and focal point.
Provide your viewer with a “sense of place”, although the specificity of place is not expected to be
apparent.
Demonstrate high quality craftsmanship and material sensitivity.
Demonstrate color-mixing skills while achieving a full range of value using shades, tints and tones.
Create a successful composition that achieves balance.

Materials:
Lumber supplies for building a 18” x 24” cradle frame. Monochromatic material possibilities include:
markers/sharpies, pens, ink, acrylic, paint, gesso, thread, tape, glue, colored pencils, ModPodge, white out,
mapping pins, thin wire, paper (Bristol, tracing, vellum, cardstock, etc). Remember that all materials must
be within your monochromatic color scheme. If you’re interested in using materials not listed here, please
seek faculty feedback first. Consult the “bad idea” list posted on the tool room door for restricted
materials.
Tips + Tricks:
• All materials carry meaning. With this project, you have a unique opportunity to choose materials
that will help communicate why/how you value your chosen place. Avoid frivolous materials and
materials that are difficult to use with good craft.
• Use your color wheel we provided you to help with color mixing.
• Check out thistothat.com to learn more about attaching or collaging materials to your surface.
• You may choose to either paint the sides of your cradle frame or not, but if you choose to leave the
lumber raw, it should be clean.

